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Abstract

A problem of a characteristic vertical profile of smoke released from wild-land fires is
considered. A methodology for bottom-up evaluation of this profile is suggested and
a corresponding global dataset is calculated. The profile estimation is based on: (i)
a semi-empirical formula for plume-top height recently suggested by the authors, (ii)5

MODIS satellite observations of active wild-land fires, and (iii) meteorological condi-
tions evaluated at each fireplace using output of ECMWF weather prediction model.
Plumes from all fires recorded globally during two arbitrarily picked years 2001 and
2008 are evaluated and their smoke injection profiles are estimated with a time step of
3 h. The resulting 4-dimensional dataset is split to day- and night-time subsets. Each10

of the subsets is projected to global grid with resolution 1◦ ×1◦ ×500 m, averaged to
monthly level, and normalised with total emission. Evaluation of the obtained dataset
was performed at several levels. Firstly, the quality of the semi-empirical formula for
plume-top computations was evaluated using recent additions to the MISR fire plume-
height dataset. Secondly, the obtained maps of injection profiles are compared with15

another global distribution available from literature. Thirdly, the upper percentiles of
the profiles are compared with an independent dataset of space-based lidar CALIOP.
Finally, the stability of the calculated profiles with regard to inter-annual variations of
the fire activity and meteorological conditions is roughly estimated by comparing the
sub-sets for 2001 and 2008.20

1 Introduction

Wild-land fires is one of the major contributors of trace gases and aerosols to the at-
mosphere. The fire smoke affects chemical and physical properties of the atmosphere
at a wide range of spatial and temporal scales, which are directly related to lifetime of
the released pollutants in the atmosphere. The species lifetime is determined by the re-25

moval and chemical transformations processes, which strongly depend on altitude. The
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bulk of the fire smoke is released in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) (Val Martin
et al., 2010; Sofiev et al., 2009, 2012) but strong fires occurring under favourable at-
mospheric conditions can send the plumes high into the free troposphere (FT) (Freitas
et al., 2007; Labonne et al., 2007) and up to the stratosphere, where the smoke can
stay for long time and spread over very wide areas (Dirksen et al., 2009; Fromm et5

al., 2000; Luderer et al., 2006). Therefore, it is of crucial importance for both climate
and atmospheric composition applications to reproduce the vertical profiles of the fire
plumes.

Most atmospheric composition models distribute the fire emissions homogeneously
starting from the ground up to a prescribed plume-top height Hp, which is sometimes10

region-dependent. For global chemistry-transport models, Davison (2004), Forster et
al. (2001), and Liousse et al. (1996) set it to about 2 km, whereas for regional simula-
tions of smoke from intense Canadian fires Westphal and Toon (1991) used 5–8 km.
Lavoué et al. (2000) showed that Hp is usually about 2–3 km for fires in the northern
latitudes, but can reach 7–8 km for powerful crown fires. Biomass burning in Central15

America is usually less intense, therefore Hp ∼0.9–1.5 km was suggested by Kaufman
et al. (2003) for that region. Following this estimation, Wang et al. (2006) used 1.2 km
(8th model layer) in mesoscale simulations and conducted sensitivity studies showing
15 % variation of the near-surface concentrations if Hp is varied plus-minus one model
layer (a few hundreds of meters).20

More accurate approaches for the fire injection height computations suggested by
Freitas et al. (2007), Lavoué et al. (2000), and Sofiev et al. (2012) are based on explicit
accounting for the features of individual fires and actual ambient atmospheric condi-
tions. These methods provide better representation of the plume vertical distribution
but share the same weakness: application of the methodologies requires quite detailed25

information on each fire. This information is not available if the emission estimates are
based on burnt-area data or are aggregated in time and space (e.g. the widely used
Global Fire Emission Dataset GFED, van der Werf et al., 2006). Therefore, there is a
need for pre-calculated “climatologic” injection profile of wild-land fires emission, which
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can be used in practical applications if the detailed fire information is not available or
too bulky.

An estimation of typical injection height from fires for Northern America was per-
formed by Val Martin et al. (2010) using MISR plume height observations. The authors
have evaluated the inter-annual variability, relation to vegetation type, as well as sea-5

sonal variations of the smoke injection height using statistics of about 3300 plumes.
Dentener et al. (2006) suggested a single global map of the injection top height but did
not specify the underlying data and analytic procedures.

The goal of the current work is to estimate the characteristic injection vertical pro-
files of the wild-land fire plumes over the globe, to determine its diurnal and seasonal10

variations, and to estimate peculiarities of their spatial distribution patterns.
In the following section we outline the input methodology, formalise the problem and

describe the input datasets; Sect. 4 describes the preparatory steps and additional
evaluation of the methodologies involved. Section 5 presents the outcome of the calcu-
lations, whereas Sect. 6 compares it with other datasets and discusses some features15

of the obtained profiles.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Calculation of top-height of the fire emission plumes

Calculation of the characteristic injection profile is based on recently suggested semi-
empirical formula for the fire-plume top height (Sofiev et al., 2012). According to this20

methodology, the plume-top Hp depends on the Fire Radiative Power FRP, height of
the atmospheric boundary layer ABL Habl, and Brunt-Vaisala frequency in the free tro-
posphere NFT:

Hp = αHabl +β
(

FRP
Pf0

)γ

exp(−δN2
FT/N

2
0 ) (1)
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Coefficients α, β, γ, and δ, and normalising constants Pf0 and N0 are:

α = 0.24;β = 170m;γ = 0.35;δ = 0.6;Pf0 = 106W ;N2
0 = 2.5×10−3s−2 (2)

2.2 Determination of characteristic vertical profile of fire emission

Problem statement

Let intensities of fires [fi , i = 1..Nf] be observed by a satellite instrument when the5

spacecraft overpasses the burning area at times [τj , j = 1..Nτ]. The result of the ob-
servation is recorded as a radiation power Pfi (τj ) for each fire fi and overpass time
τj . Let meteorological data be available from a meteorological model as time- and
space-dependent variables: ABL height HABL(x,y ,t), and the FT Brunt-Vaisala fre-
quency N2(x,y ,z,t).10

The goal is to evaluate the gridded monthly-mean vertical distribution of the fire emis-
sion:

e(i , j ,k,m); i = l , I ; j = l ,J ; k = l ,K ; m = 1,12;
K∑

k=1

e(i , j ,k,m) = 1, for each i , j ,m (3)

where I ,J ,K are the x-, y-, and z-wise dimensions of the grid, i , j ,k are corresponding
indices, and m is month number.15

The analysis is to be performed separately for day- and night-time injection.

Problem solution

Following Sukhinin et al. (2005), Kaufman et al. (1998), and (Sofiev et al., 2009), we
assume a linear relation of the fire intensity Pf [W] and its emission rate E [kg s−1]. It
leads to the following distribution of the emitted species during the lifetime τ of the fire20

f :

ef(xf,yf,z) = se(xf,yf)
∫
τ

Pf(t)Pf(t)ε(Hp(t),z)dt (4)
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where se is emission factor converting Pf to the emission rate of particular species, xf

and yf are the fire coordinates, Hp is given by the Eq. (1), and ε [kg s−1 m−1] is vertical
profile of emission from individual fire, which is assumed to have the same shape for
all fires and dependent only on the plume top height Hp.

For determination of ε, following Briggs (1975), the plume thickness is taken equal5

to height of its centreline HC, so that Hp = 1.5HC. Distribution of the emitted masses is

then taken homogeneous from Hp 3−1 up to Hp.
Having the emission distribution from a single fire Eq. (4) computed for all fires,

the needed monthly gridded distribution in each grid cell (i , j ) can be obtained via
summation over all fires fm (i , j ) that occurred within its borders during each month m.10

For the vertical layer k, which extends from zk−1/2 till zk+1/2, finally obtain:

e(i , j ,k,m) =

Zk+1/2∫
Zk−1/2

∑
fm(i ,j )

ef(xf,yf,z)dz

∞∫
0

∑
fm(i ,j )

ef(xf,yf,z)dz

(5)

The simplest case considered further is computation of vertical distribution for the total
fire emission (sum over all species). According to Sukhinin et al. (2005), the fire radia-
tive energy release is linearly connected with the burnt fuel and, following Kaufman et15

al. (1998), with the total amount of the released trace gases and aerosols. For such
a case, the emission factor se is independent from the land-use type and therefore is
cancelled out during the normalization step Eq. (5).

For individual species the emission factor se is land-use and fire-type dependent. It
also varies for different stages of a fire lifecycle, which makes the consideration of the20

full integral Eq. (4) inevitable. As a result, the mean distribution will be specific for each
species. Corresponding emission factors can be taken from the Integrated System
for wild-land fires (IS4FIRES, Sofiev et al., 2009) for total PM and re-scaled to other
species following Andreae and Merlet (2001). However, with limited fire information
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available and large uncertainties of the methodologies and all empirical coefficients,
this extra complexity of the computations is not justified. Therefore, below the profiles
were computed for total emission only.

2.3 Input data for the computations

2.3.1 Fire intensity data5

The information on the wild-land fires intensity needed for the above procedure is
obtained from the active-fire observations by Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-
radiometer (MODIS) instrument onboard Aqua and Terra satellites (http://modis.gsfc.
nasa.gov; Justice et al., 2002; Kaufman et al., 1998). The MODIS collection 5 of the
active fire characteristics includes release rate of radiative energy from overheated pix-10

els, the Fire Radiative Power (FRP, [W]). This dataset is the only existing collection that
covers the whole globe over more than a decade and provides characteristics of active
fires.

FRP products have recently become available also from geostationary satellites,
such as the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI; Kaiser et15

al., 2009; Roberts and Wooster, 2008) onboard of Meteosat MSG satellite. Large pixel
size of such satellites (more than 10×10 km2) precludes their direct utilization since
such pixel often covers many individual fires. However, high temporal resolution (15 min
for SEVIRI) makes them a valuable source of information about the temporal evolution
of the fire intensity.20

2.3.2 Meteorological parameters

The meteorological information over the globe is taken from the operational archives
of the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) of European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecast (ECMWF, http://www.ecmwf.int). The Brunt-Vaisala frequency was
computed from vertical temperature profile. The ABL height was estimated by the25
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dry-parcel method, whose performance was evaluated and compared with other ap-
proaches by Sofiev et al. (2006) and Fisher et al. (1998).

2.3.3 Plume height and profile observations

The plume-top formulations Eqs. (1)–(2) have been evaluated by Sofiev et al. (2012)
for boreal and mid-latitude fires, which is insufficient for the purposes of this work.5

Therefore, additional evaluation was performed using the new observations of the Multi-
angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) Plume Height Project (Kahn et al., 2008;
Mazzoni et al., 2007). For the current study we used all information available to-date,
which included injection heights for about 2500 fires that took place in the US, Canada,
Siberia, Africa, and Borneo during 2005–2009.10

An independent evaluation of the obtained mean vertical profiles was performed
using the new space lidar dataset of Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polariza-
tion (CALIOP) onboard of NASA CALIPSO satellite (CALIPSO, 2011a). The dataset is
a globally-gridded monthly product derived from the CALIOP level 2 aerosol profiles
(Vaughan et al., 2009a).15

3 Preparatory steps for the profile calculations

Before starting the computations, several preparations have to be made: (i) additional
evaluation of the plume-rise formula, (ii) development of a method for determination of
the temporal evolution of the fire intensity, and (iii) selection of the method for filling-in
the gaps in the obtained dataset.20

3.1 Global evaluation of the plume rise formula

The global-scale evaluation of the formulations Eqs. (1)–(2) is based on new
MISR data, which were not available for the original study (Sofiev et al., 2012).
The new datasets for Africa and Borneo allow extending the original boreal- and
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temperate-forest evaluation towards savannah and tropical forests. We considered only
so-called “good” plume height retrievals, for which the accuracy of the plume-top re-
trieval is the highest. This selection reduces the size of the dataset from about 2500
fire cases down to 1650 cases, which is sufficient for the task.

The comparison of predictions of formulas Eqs. (1)–(2) with MISR observations5

(Fig. 1) confirms (and even strengthens) the main conclusion of the original evalua-
tion by Sofiev et al. (2012). The parameterization is capable of predicting the top height
of >70 % of the fire plumes within 500 m from the MISR observations. For Borneo
the fraction of good predictions was even higher: 94 %. Therefore, the formulations
Eqs. (1)–(2) can be used over the whole globe. Some details of the formula perfor-10

mance are further discussed in Sect. 7.

3.2 Diurnal cycle of fire intensity

During night, both fire intensity and turbulent mixing are suppressed, which leads to
reduction of the number of active fires Nfires and mean FRP per active fire FRPper-fire.
Their product, total regional FRPtotal, decreases even stronger, which corresponds to15

low night-time emission. The diurnal cycle of FRPper-fire contributes to that of the injec-
tion height – together with the night-time stable atmospheric stratification and low ABL
height. The goal of this preparatory step is therefore to obtain diurnal cycles of FRPtotal
and FRPper-fire, which would be compatible with MODIS active-fire observations.

Estimating of diurnal cycles directly from MODIS data is not feasible. Four over-20

passes per day, even if not obscured by clouds, are not sufficient to resolve this cycle
(Ichoku et al., 2008). One has to use instruments at geostationary orbit (GEO), which
temporal resolution (∼15 min) is sufficiently high to estimate diurnal variations of both
FRPtotal and FRPper-fire (Roberts and Wooster, 2008; Roberts et al., 2009). The only
LEO satellite, which has more than 10 overpasses per day over equatorial region,25

is TRMM with Visible and Infrared Scanner VIRS onboard, which provides active-fire
counts. Using VIRS, Giglio (2007) estimated the variation of the number of active fires
for LEO data, which appeared about as large as that found by Roberts et al. (2009)
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for SEVIRI. Analysis of FRP could not be performed due to early saturation of VIRS
infrared channels.

Comparing the results for SEVIRI and VIRS, we concluded that derivation of diurnal
cycle of FRPper-pixel (the closest available analogy of FRPper-fire) for LEO satellite seems
to be beyond the reach: the uncertainties and scatter in the data are too high. How-5

ever, the dynamic range of the variation of the number of fires reported for TRMM and
SEVIRI appeared comparable, suggesting that SEVIRI-based variation of FRPper-pixel
would be sufficient for the present study.

Since none of the above works provided quantitative characteristics of the varia-
tions, the analysis was repeated for complete 2010 for the whole SEVIRI domain for10

both FRPtotal and FRPper-pixel variations (Table 1 and Fig. 2). The former was used to
simulate the diurnal cycle of emission fluxes, whereas the latter was used for the injec-
tion height. Both variations were used without separation of the land use types: from
large SEVIRI pixels it was not possible to distinguish between the fires that would shut
down in the evening from those that will survive throughout night. We had to apply the15

corresponding mean variations to all fires, thus ignoring the vegetation type. Owing
to similarity of the profiles for different land-use classes (Fig. 2) and foregoing spatial
averaging to 1◦ ×1◦ grid, the extra uncertainty is believed to be small.

3.3 Gap closure and spatial smoothing

The bottom-up approach of the profile computations, being potentially the most-20

accurate, has a drawback: there are areas where few or no fires took place during
some months of the analysed years (Fig. 3). To reduce its impact, a gap-filling proce-
dure is needed.

The gap-filling is applied to the cells, which have no fires during the specific pe-
riod but have at least 3 out of 8 neighbouring cells with normally computed profiles:25

Nvalid ≥3. Then the profile in the empty cell (ie, je) for the month me is a linear combi-
nation of the valid neighbouring ones (in, jn), weighted with the number of fires Nfn in
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each of them:

e(ie, je,k,me) =

Nvalid∑
n=1

e(in, jn,k,me)Nfn(in, jn,me)

Nvalid∑
n=1

Nfn(in, jn,me)

, k = 1,K (6)

An optional spatial smoothing procedure can be useful for low-resolution global sim-
ulations, which cannot handle quickly varying input fields. In the current study, it was
realised via 27-point 3-D running average over valid immediate neighbours of each grid5

cell (if, jf, kf) for all months:

e(if, jf,k,mf) =
1

Nval3D

Nval3D∑
n=1

e(in, jn,kn,m), m = 1,10 (7)

Here the averaging set is composed of the grid cell (if, jf, kf) and its 26 immediate
neighbours. Only valid cells are included, thus 1 ≤ Nval3D ≤ 27.

The running averaging, being an efficient smoother, also artificially reduces the vari-10

ability between the cells with different features of the fires. Therefore, below the results
are presented without this step. The numerical dataset, however, includes the profiles
both before and after the smoothing.

4 Results

The results of the computations consist of 12 monthly 3-D distributions of the fire emis-15

sion over the globe, separately for day and night time (http://is4fires.fmi.fi). Spatial pat-
tern of injection heights appeared to be comparatively homogeneous at regional level
but differences between the regions are substantial. In particular, there are several
clearly identifiable areas with particularly low and particularly high fires (Fig. 4).
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The highest plumes are predicted for forested regions of Northern America (Rocky
Mountains), part of Middle East to the south of Caspian Sea, and Australia. During
local summer season in these regions, the 50th percentile of mass injection profile
exceeds 3 km, whereas the 90th percentile is higher than 4 km (i.e. 50 % and 90 % of
mass is emitted inside the layer spanning from the surface up to >3 km and >4 km,5

respectively).
Regions with comparatively high injection are forests in Amazonia and equatorial

Africa, as well as grasses in southern Africa and central Eurasia. There, the 50th per-
centile is generally confined within 2.5 km, whereas 90 % of mass stays within 3 km.

Among the regions with generally low injection, one can mention densely populated10

regions in all continents. There, the fires are probably better controlled and thus do not
reach the strength needed to send the smoke high up in the atmosphere. Interestingly,
the infamous extremely high plumes from Siberian and Alaskan fires did not manifest
themselves in the profiles in those regions during the considered period. Possibly, there
were no such fires during the considered two years – or they were overshadowed by15

numerous moderate episodes that are much more frequent and are responsible for the
bulk of annual emission.

Seasonal variation of the profiles largely follow the fire season (Fig. 4). In temper-
ate and boreal climate, the highest injection occurred during local summer, whereas
fires in tropical regions mainly occur during dry season. Thus, in equatorial Africa, it is20

February for the regions to the north of equator and August for areas to the south of it
that are characterised by the highest injection.

In general, the results agree with general expectations that the strong fires are more
probable in the areas with the highest fuel load, strong droughts, and poor forest and
fire management. Zonally-averaged vertical profile (Fig. 5) shows a similar picture: in25

the equatorial region, where the bulk of contribution is from comparatively wet equato-
rial forests (predominantly man-made fires), the top of the injection profile is lower than
in the drier middle latitudes. One can also see that, despite the record-high fires can
bring the top of profile above 6 km, they have little impact to the bulk of the emission:
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globally, more than 50 % of the fire emission is confined with in the lowest 1–2 km, i.e.
within the ABL.

Figure 5 also highlights the impact of diurnal variation of both fire intensity and
boundary layer height. These quantities vary synchronously: small fires and shallow
boundary layer lead to low injection during night, whereas stronger fires and deeper5

ABL during day result in significantly higher injection. As a zonal mean, the bulk of
emission during night is confined within 500 m, whereas during day it spreads up to
1.5–2 km.

5 Discussion

5.1 Quality of the plume-top prediction formula10

Additional evaluation of the plume-top formulations Eqs. (1)–(2) has confirmed high
accuracy of the approach but also highlighted the tendency of the parameterization to
over-state the height of low plumes and under-estimate the high ones. For the African
dataset this resulted in a high bias of ∼150 m, owing to significant fraction of over-
stated low plumes (Hp < 700 m). For Borneo, where the fires were more powerful and15

plumes generally went from 700 m to 1.5 km, the agreement was very good: bias was
less than 30 m and >90 % of the plumes were predicted within 500 m from the obser-
vations.

A potential explanation of this tendency is that the grass fires usually occupy wide
areas, so that the FRP density, [W m−2], is substantially lower than that for the forest20

fires – despite the total FRP can be comparable. The present formulations do not take
this into account due to high uncertainty of the fire area estimations and practically
unknown fire shape (position of the fire fronts, temperature distribution over the burn
area, etc.). As a result, predicted plume top for a wide but low-FRP-density fire will be
the same as that for a concentrated limited-area event – providing that the total FRPs25
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and meteorological conditions are the same. In reality, one might expect the plume
from a concentrated fire to be injected higher.

Similar dependence of the plume injection height on the fire area was noticed by
Raffuse et al. (2012), where the plume-rise parameterization experienced difficulties
for the very wide fires in the north-western US.5

The other uncertainty of the approach is connected with a time period needed for the
plume to reach its top position. Since MISR and MODIS are both onboard of Terra satel-
lite, their observations are performed simultaneously. However, the observed plume is
formed by smoke released from the fire some 15–30 min before the overpass. Con-
sequently, the height of the plume should also be related to the past-time FRP. In the10

morning and evening hours, it can lead to up to 20–30 % of difference in the FRP value
(if estimated from the parameters of Table 1), i.e. can bring a few tens of metres of
difference to the Hp prediction.

5.2 Representativeness of the obtained profiles for individual episodes

The current profiles have been obtained from the analysis of two distant years – 200115

and 2008. These two years provided sufficient coverage ensuring that no region is
missed from the maps (Figs. 3 and 4). Still, the number of fire events for specific months
can be fewer than 10 for about 10–20 % of grid cells (Fig. 3). For these areas the results
of the current computations should be taken with care.

A rough estimation of representativeness of the obtained results can be derived from20

comparison of the results for individual years (Fig. 6). One can see that the main pat-
terns are repeated in both years. At the same time, particularly strong or weak fire
season over some area can have significant regional impact. Thus, strong fires in 2008
in Middle East resulted in sharply higher injection there. That year also appeared some-
what stronger in Amazonia and Eastern US although the difference is more randomly25

distributed. In Europe, injection height in 2001 was slightly higher whereas in Oceania
and Australia the difference is small.
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In general, the difference mainly stays within 500 m but can exceed 1 km in some
grid cells.

Apart from the inter-annual variability, one should also keep in mind that in 2001
the fire information was coming from only one satellite Terra. As a result, observations
of, for instance, African fires were only in the morning and evening, whereas Aqua5

(launched in 2002 and thus contributed to 2008 dataset) has a mid-day and mid-night
overpasses. Therefore, uncertainties of the diurnal variation may have contributed to
the difference between the years.

5.3 Diurnal and seasonal variations of the injection profiles

Diurnal variation of the injection height is huge (Fig. 5): practically, one can consider10

two independent datasets – one for daytime and one for nighttime, with transition during
morning and evening. A variable controlling this transition can be ABL height or sun
zenith angle. Both these quantities correlate well with FRP and plume injection height.

Apart from the diurnal variations, the seasonal changes of the injection profile are
also important: both FRP and ABL height follow quite similar seasonal curves with15

peaks in dry hot months. As a result, the mean height of, for instance, the 90th per-
centile of the injection profiles shows seasonal variation about 30–40 %. This result is
in qualitative agreement with Val Martin et al. (2010) estimates for Northern America.

Correlation of ABL top and plume injection heights leads to fairly constant fraction
of the fire smoke emitted inside the ABL: about 50 %. This fraction agrees well with20

statistics of (Val Martin et al., 2010) and can also be related to the 85 % of the total
number of fire plumes confined inside the ABL (Sofiev et al., 2009). Comparing these
fractions, one can conclude that 15 % of the most-powerful fires bring ∼50 % of the
smoke emission into the free troposphere – and this fraction stays comparatively con-
stant throughout the year. Difference of the ABL emission fraction between day and25

night is somewhat larger but the scatter is very wide, so it is difficult to provide quan-
titative estimates. In-average, one can use the ABL-injected fraction of 50–60 % as a
rough estimate.
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5.4 Comparison with CALIOP observations

Recently developed product of CALIOP space-based lidar provides monthly verti-
cal profiles of aerosols (CALIPSO, 2011b). The instrument is capable of detecting
the features of the aerosols. In many cases, it can also guess their origin (Vaughan
et al., 2009b). For evaluation purposes, we selected only profiles marked as fire-5

originated (Fig. 7).
Direct comparison between the profiles obtained in the present work and the CALIOP

observations is not possible because the underlying fire episodes are very different: (i)
CALIOP observes less than 3 % of the earth surface and its overpasses are infrequent,
(ii) it cannot distinguish between fresh and aged plumes, (iii) detection of the plume10

type is not always accurate. However, the upper percentiles of injection height can still
be compared over regions with widespread fires – see Fig. 4 (right-hand panels) and
Fig. 7.

The CALIOP 90th percentile maps for February (Fig. 7a) are quite sparse. The typical
height in the Southern Europe seems to be between 1km and 1.5 km, which is the same15

range as in the present study (Fig. 4b), with somewhat wider areas with above-1 km
plumes. In the South-East Asia, the pattern is very irregular ranging from less than 1 km
up to 4 km heights, whereas the current study suggested quite homogeneous 1–2 km
elevation. No fire plumes were recognised by CALIOP in equatorial Africa, whereas in
the south their density is disproportionally large compared to that of active fires (the20

main fire season there is in June–September, not February). These inconsistencies
are probably due to incorrect attribution of the observed plumes. Still, the main pattern
in Southern Africa qualitatively coincides with our results: the 90th percentile of the
plumes is between 1 and 3 km with downward trend towards the eastern coast. Finally,
sparse observations in Southern America suggest about 1.5 km typical height, also in25

agreement with current predictions.
Comparison of the patterns for August is more conclusive: plumes in Amazonia,

Southern Africa, Southern Europe and, to a less extent, Eastern US and South-East
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Asia, are represented in the CALIOP dataset. Similarly to February, the ranges are
similar to the present study with a tendency to show higher elevations than predicted –
by a few hundreds of metres.

The limited but systematic difference between our estimates and CALIOP observa-
tions (current study predicts somewhat lower height of the 90th percentile) can originate5

from the uncertainties of our procedures or from aged plumes recorded by CALIOP to-
gether with fresh ones. Old plumes are dispersed over thicker layers, so that their top
(and upper percentiles) is usually positioned higher. The impact of this mixture is well
seen in Africa (Fig. 7b), where the plume elevation sharply increases with distance
from burning areas – towards coastlines and offshore.10

The impact of aged plumes made evaluation of the night-time profile meaningless:
CALIOP did not record any significant difference compared to daytime, which is ev-
idently incorrect. In several regions, the night-time plumes were claimed to be even
higher than during day. This, however, is not surprising: the fire emission during day
is much stronger than during night, so that the previous-day plumes recorded at night15

easily overshadow the fresh smoke and hide the actual position of the newly released
plumes.

5.5 Comparison with AEROCOM

We are aware about only one spatially-resolving map of mean injection top, which is
recommended for the AEROCOM (Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and20

Models) modelling community by Dentener et al. (2006). In that work, the authors as-
sumed certain release profiles to the specific land-use types (see Table 4; Dentener et
al., 2006) and suggested the maximum release height (see Fig. 8 adapted from Fig. 9
of Dentener et al., 2006). Unfortunately, the authors did not explain how the profiles
and maximum heights were obtained.25

The suggested AEROCOM maximum heights can be related to our upper percentile
maps (Fig. 4), whereas the profiles of Table 4 of Dentener et al. (2006) can, to some
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extent, be related to the zonal average (Fig. 5). Such comparison reveals some simi-
larities but also significant differences between the estimates.

Among the similarities, one can notice the western part of Northern America, where
both datasets suggest quite high fires routinely reaching 3 km and, according to the
present study, exceeding this level. Agreement exists also over Oceania and part of5

Australia, where the height of 90 % of the mass injection is close to the top height
recommended for AEROCOM.

For Southern America the datasets show significantly different patterns: the current
assessment has not registered high plumes over the eastern coast and in the south,
instead reporting them in the forest regions in the middle of the continent. With no in-10

dependent estimates available for the region, it is hard to select one of the estimates.
However, in the densely populated coastal regions the wild-land fires should be con-
trolled tighter than in sparsely inhabited tropical forest. As a result, the fire strength
should decrease in the denser populated regions. The number of fires follows this
trend (Fig. 3), which indirectly supports that consideration and agrees with the pattern15

obtained in the present study.
Patterns over Eurasia and Australia differ strongly between the studies. The highest

plumes in the AEROCOM map are over semi-desert areas of Australia and tundra
in Northern Eurasia. According to MODIS, there were no fires at all registered there
during the considered years. These regions are also characterised by low fuel load20

and, in case of Northern Eurasia, frequent occasions of thin boundary layer. Therefore,
it seems unlikely to have particularly high plumes over these regions.

Difference exists also for Scandinavia and Lapland, where the AEROCOM map sug-
gested very high plumes. However, the rare fires in those regions do not release the
smoke high above the ground. The forests are closely monitored and maintained there,25

so that the fires are quickly extinguished. Also, even in summertime, the low ABL
heights are quite frequent in boreal regions, which also suppresses the plume rise.
Our analysis for that region showed typical injection under 2 km but the number of fires
was small.
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Comparison of zonal-mean profiles (example in Fig. 5) with latitude bands of Ta-
ble 4, (Dentener et al., 2006) showed little common between the datasets. For the
tropical latitude band (30◦ S–30◦ N), 1 km suggested by AEROCOM can be consid-
ered as a practical top of injection only during night-time (still with some 10–15 % of
mass injected higher). During daytime, it raises to about 2.5 km. For temperate band5

(30◦ S–N–60◦ S–N), the 2 km level is too high for the night-time emission and too low
for daytime. Finally, there is no high injection (up to 3–6 km) in the boreal regions of
the Northern Hemisphere: fires there are predominantly of low intensity and injection
height.

6 Summary10

The presented dataset is the result of bottom-up computations of characteristic vertical
profiles of smoke from wild-land fires. It is obtained by processing the records of active
fires of MODIS instrument onboard of Aqua and Terra satellites. The analysis was
made for day and night time separately, covered years 2001 and 2008, extended over
the whole globe, and resulted in monthly 3-D maps of injected fraction of the fire smoke.15

The computations showed that the highest plumes reaching up to 6–8 km are char-
acteristic for forested areas, whereas grassland fires usually emit within the lowest
2–3 km. Over the globe, about 50 % of the fire emission is injected within the lowest
2 km, i.e. inside the atmospheric boundary layer.

Strong diurnal and seasonal variations of the injection profiles were found all over20

the globe. It is therefore recommended to account for these variations in practical ap-
plications.

Comparison with the independent CALIOP observations showed similar patterns.
Somewhat higher altitude of the 90th percentile obtained by the lidar (a few hundreds
of metres) could originate from the impact of aged plumes dispersed over thicker layers25

and recorded by the lidar together with the fresh smoke from the fires.
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Comparison with AEROCOM dataset showed both similarities and differences be-
tween the injection height maps. However, in most cases the results of the current
study seem to be more logical, especially in the areas with significant seasonal varia-
tions of the injection height.

Noticeable inter-annual variation and significant scatter over several regions suggest5

that dynamic evaluation of emission from each specific fire, if appears possible, would
bring about more accurate estimates, especially if limited-time regional episode is con-
cerned. Current dataset is mostly useful for long-term global and continental studies,
where analysis of each individual fire is unfeasible.

The dataset is publicly available at http://is4fires.fmi.fi.10
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Table 1. Fourier coefficients for FRP diurnal variation obtained from spectral analysis of SEVIRI
data.

a0 a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3

Total FRP
Grass, 2010 1.000 −0.970 0.415 −0.143 −0.592 0.397 −0.196
Mixed, 2010 1.000 −1.288 0.631 −0.223 −0.673 0.605 −0.357
Forest, 2010 1.000 −1.180 0.587 −0.296 −0.740 0.598 −0.380

Mean FRP per pixel
Grass, 2010 1.000 −0.214 0.140 −0.084 −0.112 0.023 −0.016
Mixed, 2010 1.000 −0.198 0.162 −0.090 −0.129 0.014 −0.003
Forest, 2010 1.000 −0.041 0.141 −0.145 −0.119 0.037 −0.021
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Figure 1. Global evaluation of plume top formulations of Sofiev et al., [2012] against MISR data. Unit=[m]. 
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Fig. 1. Global evaluation of plume top formulations of Sofiev et al. (2012) against MISR
data. Unit= [m]: (a) temperate and boreal fires, North America and Siberia, 2007–2009, 1321
plumes, “good quality” retrievals; (b) (sub-) tropical savannah, Africa, 2005–2006, 181 plumes,
“good quality” retrievals; (c) tropical forest, Borneo, 2006, 2009, 144 plumes, “good quality”
retrievals.
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Figure 2. Diurnal variations of (a) total FRP, (b) mean FRP per pixel. SEVIRI, mean over 2010. Relative unit. 
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Fig. 2. Diurnal variations of (a) total FRP, (b) mean FRP per pixel. SEVIRI, mean over 2010.
Relative unit.
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Figure 3. Number of fires in February and August recorded by MODIS, sum of 2001 and 2008. 
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Fig. 3. Number of fires in February and August recorded by MODIS, sum of 2001 and 2008.
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a)  b)  

c)  d)  

Figure 4. Injection top height for 50% (left) and 90% (right) of mass for February (top) and August (bottom). Daytime. Unit = [m]. 
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Fig. 4. Injection top height for 50 % (left) and 90 % (right) of mass for February (top) and August
(bottom). Daytime. Unit= [m].
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Figure 5. Zonal average of the vertical injection profile, August. Panel a: daytime, panel b: nighttime. 
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Fig. 5. Zonal average of the vertical injection profile, August: panel (a) daytime; panel (b) night-
time.
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Fig. 6. Injection top height for the 90th percentile of injection profile for 2001, 2008, and differ-
ence between them. Daytime. Unit= [m].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. The 90th percentile of the aerosol profiles observed by CALIOP lidar in 2008. Panel (a)
– February, panel (b) – August. Daytime. Unit: [km].
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Figure 8. Map of the plume top recommended by Dentener et al., [2006]. Unit=[m]. Adopted from the online paper version. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Map of the plume top recommended by Dentener et al. (2006). Unit= [m]. Adopted from
the online paper version.
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